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A B S T R A C T

Software Defined Networking (SDN) decouples the control plane from the data plane, thereby facilitating net-
work virtualization, dynamic programmability and flexibility in network management. Previous studies on SDN
modeling focus only on packet-level arrivals. However, if flow-level arrivals are not also considered, the model
cannot properly reflect the true probability of packets being sent to the controller. Accordingly, the present study
proposes two analytical models for predicting the performance of TCP and UDP flows over SDN, respectively,
given the assumption of both flow-level arrivals and packet-level arrivals. In constructing the models, the switch
and controller are considered jointly and four-dimensional states are used to evaluate the steady-state probabili-
ties of the states. Analytical formulae are derived for the average packet delay and packet loss probability of the
TCP and UDP flows. Simulation results very well match with the analytical ones, thereby validating our analyti-
cal models. The results show that TCP significantly outperforms UDP over SDN architectures. In particular, TCP
reduces the packet delay by 12 ∽ 50% and the packet loss probability by 25 ∽ 100%.

1. Introduction

Software Defined Networking (SDN), a new network paradigm, is
seen as a promising approach for resolving the technological obstinacy
of networks in the future (Rowshanrad et al., 2014; Hakiri et al., 2014;
Pan et al., 2011). SDN has already proven effective in improving the
network performance in data centers (Pries et al., 2012; Bari et al.,
2013). For example, Google implemented SDN to run its data center
WANs as far back as January 2012 (Holzle, 2012). SDN not only enables
improved flexibility in network routing, but also provides the means to
change the behavior of one part of a network by isolating it from the
other parts (Jarschel et al., 2011). Moreover, SDN facilitates dynamic
programmability for forwarding packets in highly distributed networks
(ONF, 2012; ONF, 2013). It also facilitates the implementation of net-
work virtualization (Drutskoy et al., 2013; Jain and Paul, 2013), user
mobility, energy saving (Heller et al., 2010), and new network and
transport layer protocols (Jarschel et al., 2011). All of these advantages
are made possible by the main architectural principle of SDN, namely
the disassociation of the control plane from the data plane (ONF, 2012;
ONF, 2013).
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SDN has three cooperative planes: the data plane, the control plane
and the application plane. The data plane contains mostly switches,
which provide a packet forwarding service under the instructions of the
control plane (Xiong et al., 2016). The control plane maintains the over-
all network information and provides optimized routing for the packets
in the data plane. Finally, the control plane communicates with the data
plane through a southbound interface known as OpenFlow (McKeown
et al., 2008). The control plane also uses northbound interfaces, such as
Restful APIs, to interact with the application plane. In the SDN architec-
ture, the controller (located in the control plane) is logically centralized
and thus has a global view of the entire network. Importantly, this not
only enables the controller to properly manage the bulk network traf-
fic, but also provides software engineers with the ability to customize
and scale the network in accordance with changes in the network traffic
load and the particular features and services required in the application
layer.

SDN has two operating modes, namely a proactive mode and a reac-
tive mode. In the proactive mode, the controller pre-installs a set of
flow rules on each switch such that it can forward incoming packets
(from the sender) toward the destination as soon as they are received
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without any further involvement of the controller. The proactive mode
is used mainly in large-scale networks, such as data centers where most
of the traffic in the network topology is known in advance. In the reac-
tive mode, the controller installs the flow rule for each packet only after
it is forwarded to the controller from the switch. The reactive mode is
thus ideal for highly dynamic networks, in which the network topol-
ogy undergoes frequent change. Packets in the reactive mode experi-
ence longer delays than those in the proactive mode. Consequently, the
problem of developing mathematical models for the SDN performance
in the reactive mode has attracted particular attention in the literature
(Jarschel et al., 2011; Mahmood et al., 2014, 2015; Goto et al., 2016;
Metter et al., 2016; Fahmin et al., 2018).

Many studies have performed experimental or numerical investiga-
tions into the performance of SDN architectures. However, in practice,
analytical modeling tends to provide a more time efficient approach;
particularly for large-scale networks. Several initial attempts have been
made to develop analytical models for the SDN performance based on
feedback-oriented queueing theory (Jarschel et al., 2011; Mahmood
et al., 2014, 2015). In these models, the switch queue is modeled as
M/M/1, while the controller queue is modeled as M/M/1/m. However,
all of the models (Jarschel et al., 2011; Mahmood et al., 2014, 2015)
assume the switch buffer size to be infinite and consider only packet
level arrivals. Also the propagation delay between the switch and the
controller is ignored; thereby introducing significant analytical errors.

The authors in Bozakov and Rizk (2013) and Azodolmolky et al.
(2013a, 2013b) developed mathematical models based on network cal-
culus to obtain the upper bound of the transmission latency and buffer
size at the SDN controller and switch. However, while these models
provide the upper-bound performance in the worst case, they provide
no clue as to the average performance in the steady state.

Several recent studies (Miao et al., 2015, 2016; Goto et al.,
2016) have modeled the SDN data plane using a priority queue-based
approach, in which the switches are treated as either M/M/1 (Miao et
al., 2015) or MMPP/M/1 (Miao et al., 2016) queueing systems and the
controller buffer size is assumed to be either finite (Miao et al., 2015,
2016) or infinite (Goto et al., 2016).

In general, none of the studies above consider flow-level arrivals
when evaluating the average performance of the SDN. Consequently,
significant analytical errors inevitably occur. Accordingly, the present
study develops two analytical models for predicting the average per-
formance (in the steady state) of two different types of flow1 (TCP
and UDP) over SDN architectures, which consider not only packet-level
arrivals, but also flow-level arrivals, i.e., multiple packets per TCP/UDP
flow. There are many differences between TCP and UDP. However,
one of the main differences is that TCP is connection-oriented and
performs a three-way handshake each time a connection is required,
whereas UDP is connectionless. This impacts the number of packets
sent to the controller in the two cases, and therefore potentially results
in significant differences in the packet delay and packet loss probabil-
ity.

In developing analytical models for the performance of TCP and
UDP flows over SDN, the present study considers the reactive SDN mode
since, as described above, reactive SDN mode is ideal for the network
topology which undergoes frequent change. Furthermore, for reasons
of simplicity, the analysis considers only the connection establishment
process in the TCP model, and ignores the effects of retransmission,
congestion control and flow control. Both models consider the switch
and controller jointly and utilize four-dimensional states to evaluate
steady-state probabilities of the states. The main contributions of this
study are threefold. First, analytical models are developed to predict the
performance of TCP and UDP flows over SDN. Second, simulations are
performed to demonstrate the validity of the proposed models. Third,

1 Although the term TCP connection is commonly used in the literature, the
present study uses the term TCP flow to be consistent with the term UDP flow.

an analysis is performed to investigate the effects of the main system
parameters (i.e., flow arrival rate, flow termination rate, controller ser-
vice rate) on the SDN performance for both types of flow.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces previous studies on SDN modeling and describes the TCP and
UDP flow scenarios considered in the present study. Section 3 explains
the system model and derives the proposed analytical models for TCP
and UDP flows over SDN. Section 4 compares the analytical results
obtained from the TCP and UDP models with the corresponding sim-
ulation results under various parameter settings. Finally, Section 5 pro-
vides some brief concluding remarks and indicates the intended direc-
tion of future research.

2. Background and related works

This section commences by describing previous related work on SDN
modeling. The TCP and UDP flow scenarios considered in the present
study are then briefly introduced and explained.

2.1. Related works

Table 1 shows the main studies published in the literature on the
analytical modeling of SDN architectures.

Jarschel et al. (2011) used feedback-orientated queueing theory
to capture the interaction between the control plane (single con-
troller) and the data plane (single switch), and modeled the switch
and controller as M/M/1 and M/M/1/m Markovian queueing systems,
respectively. The validity of the proposed model was demonstrated
by evaluating the impact of the controller service time on the aver-
age packet delay. However, the accuracy of the model was degraded
as the probability of new flows increased. Mahmood et al. (2014)
overcame this problem by using Jackson assumption to estimate the
packet rate from the controller to the switch such that the overall
packet arrival rate at the switch could be more reliably obtained. In
a later study, the same group (Mahmood et al., 2015) used a Jack-
son network to model the data plane for the case where the controller
was responsible for multiple switches and was modeled as an M/M/1
queue with either a finite or infinite buffer size. The model was used
to evaluate the effects of the packet forwarding probability to con-
troller and the controller service time on the average packet delay
and network throughput. The authors additionally derived a closed-
form expression for the Probability Density Function (PDF) and Cumu-
lative Distribution Function (CDF) of the packet delay for a given
path.

Bozakov et al. (Bozakov and Rizk, 2013), used a queueing model
to characterize the behavior of the control interface between the con-
troller and the switch in terms of the number of serviced messages over
different time scales. A calculus-based approach was used to derive an
estimate of the corresponding service curves. A simple interface exten-
sion for controller frameworks was additionally proposed to help oper-
ators configure the delay bounds for the transmitted control messages.
Azodolmolky et al. (2013a) presented a mathematical framework based
on network calculus to support the scalable SDN deployment, in which
the upper bound of the packet delay and buffer size of the controller
were evaluated under the assumption of a cumulative arrival process at
the SDN controller. The same group (Azodolmolky et al., 2013b) later
extended this work to model the switch performance in terms of the
delay and queue length boundaries. However, the frameworks proposed
in Bozakov and Rizk (2013) and Azodolmolky et al. (2013a, 2013b) are
all based on deterministic network calculus, and hence cannot properly
reflect the true performance of SDN when the network is in an equilib-
rium state.

Wang et al. (2015) proposed a multistage controller for improv-
ing the flexibility of the SDN control plane incorporating an M/M/1
root controller and multiple M/M/1/m local controllers. A model was
derived to analyze the average packet delay at each controller. How-
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Table 1
Existing works on SDN modeling.

Paper Component # Methodology Performance Metrics

Jarschel et al. (2011) Switch 1 M/M/1 Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 M/M/1/m

Mahmood et al. (2014) Switch 1 M/M/1 Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 M/M/1/m Network throughput

Mahmood et al. (2015) Switch N M/M/1 Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 M/M/1, M/M/1/m Network throughput

Bozakov and Rizk (2013) Switch 1 Net. Calculus Packet delay bound
Controller 1 Net. Calculus

Azodolmolky et al. (2013a) Switch N Net. Calculus Buffer size bound
Controller 1 Net. Calculus Packet delay bound

Azodolmolky et al. (2013b) Switch N Net. Calculus Buffer size bound
Controller 1 Net. Calculus Packet delay bound

Wang et al. (2015) Local Controller N M/M/1/m Avg. packet delay
Root Controller 1 M/M/1

Miao et al. (2015) Switch 1 HPQ: M/M/1 LPQ: M/M/1 Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 M/M/1/m Packet loss probability

Miao et al. (2016) Switch 1 HPQ: MMPP/M/1 LPQ: MMPP/M/1/m Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 MMPP/M/1/m Network throughput

Xiong et al. (2016) Switch N MX/M/1 Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 M/G/1 Network throughput

Goto et al. (2016) Switch 1 3-D state Avg. packet delay
Controller 1 (controller,HPQ,LPQ) Packet loss probability

Fahmin et al. (2018) Switch 1 M/M/1 Avg. packet delay with NFV
Controller 1 M/M/1

Our Switch 1 4-D state Avg. packet delay
model Controller 1 Packet loss probability

ever, the model ignored the switches and produced a large delay for
packets due to multiple controllers at which the packets were required
to wait. Miao et al. (2015) proposed a preemption-based packet-
scheduling scheme to improve the global fairness of SDN and reduce
the packet loss probability in the data plane. An analytical model was
derived to quantitatively evaluate the scheduling scheme and to pin-
point the performance bottleneck in the SDN architecture. In construct-
ing the model, the data plane was assumed to consist of one M/M/1
queue with low priority and one M/M/1 queue with high priority.
By contrast, the control plane was modeled using a single M/M/1/m
queue. The same group (Miao et al., 2016) later used a Markov Mod-
ulated Poisson Process (MMPP) to better model the bursty nature of
packet arrivals of multimedia traffic in SDN architectures. As in their
previous study (Miao et al., 2015), the data plane was modeled using
two priority queues, namely a high-priority MMPP/M/1 queue and a
low-priority MMPP/M/1/m queue, and the control plane was modeled
using a single MMPP/M/1 queue. The validity of the proposed model
was demonstrated by evaluating the average packet delay and network
throughput in a typical SDN network.

Xiong et al. (2016) presented a queuing model for OpenFlow net-
works based on the assumption of a batch (rather than Poisson) arrival
of the packets at switches. The packet forwarding of the switches and
the packet processing of the controller were thus modeled as MX/M/1
and M/G/1 queues, respectively. Closed-form expressions were derived
for both the average packet delay and the corresponding PDF. Finally,
numerical simulations were performed to evaluate the controller per-
formance under various network scenarios.

Goto et al. (2016) proposed a queueing model which took into
account the class-full treatment of different packets arriving at the
switch. In particular, the switches were assumed to have two finite-
buffer queues, namely a high-priority queue for those packets sent back
from the controller and a low-priority queue for newly-arrived packets
from other switches. Meanwhile, the controller buffer was assumed to
have an infinite capacity. The system was thus represented as a three-
dimensional state comprising the controller queue length, the high-
priority queue length, and the low-priority queue length, respectively.
The resulting model was used to derive the packet loss probability at

the switch and the average packet delay for a network consisting of
packets with three different classes.

In a previous study (Fahmin et al., 2018), the present group pro-
posed two analytical models of SDN integrated with Network Function
Virtualization (NFV); one with NFV under the controller and another
with NFV aside the controller. The main differences between the present
study and that in Fahmin et al. (2018) are as follows: (1) the present
models utilize a four-dimensional state to obtain the steady state prob-
ability of system states, whereas the previous models (Fahmin et al.,
2018) utilized M/M/1 queuing model; (2) the present models consider
both flow-level and packet-level arrivals, whereas the previous models
(Fahmin et al., 2018) considered only packet-level arrivals; and (3) the
present study investigates the performance of TCP and UDP flows over
SDN, while the previous study (Fahmin et al., 2018) focused on the
integration issues between SDN and NFV.

2.2. TCP and UDP flows in SDN

Fig. 1 illustrates the TCP flow scenario considered in the present
study. As shown, the source first sends a connection request (TCP SYN
packet) to the destination through the SDN switch. When the TCP SYN
packet arrives at the switch, the switch matches the header portion
of the packet against its flow table entries. If the flow table contains
an entry for the TCP SYN packet, the switch simply forwards the SYN
packet to the destination. However, if a corresponding entry cannot be
found, the switch forwards the SYN packet to the controller instead. The
controller determines an appropriate routing for the packet, updates
the switch flow table accordingly and sends the SYN packet back to
the switch. On receipt of the packet, the switch consults the updated
flow table and then forwards the packet to the destination accordingly.
When the destination receives the SYN packet, it returns a request plus
acknowledgement (SYN + ACK) packet to the source through the SDN
switch. If the switch has a flow table entry for the SYN + ACK packet, it
forwards the packet directly to the source; otherwise it forwards it to the
controller to update its flow table. Finally, when the source receives the
SYN + ACK packet, it sends an ACK packet to the destination through
the SDN switch. Through this three-way handshake process, an end to
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Fig. 1. TCP flow scenario in SDN architecture.

end connection of TCP flow is established which allows the source to
send its data packets to the destination through SDN switch directly
without any further involvement of the controller.

Fig. 2 shows the considered UDP flow scenario. When the first data
packet of the UDP flow arrives at the switch, it is forwarded directly
to the destination if the switch has a corresponding flow table entry,
or the data packet is forwarded to the controller otherwise. As the con-
troller processes the data packet, any other packets belonging to the
same UDP flow arriving at the switch are also routed to the controller.
However, once the switch receives the updated flow table entry from
the controller, it sends any subsequent UDP data packets to the des-
tination directly without any further processing by the controller. In
both scenarios described above (i.e., TCP and UDP), the switch simply
drops any newly-arriving packets in the event that the switch buffer is
full.

3. Modeling and analysis

In the present analysis, the switch and controller are considered
jointly and are modeled using a continuous-time Markov chain. This
section commences by developing a generic SDN queueing model. The
detailed SDN TCP and SDN UDP models are then derived and explained.

3.1. Generic queueing model for SDN system

Fig. 3 shows the generic SDN queueing model for TCP and UDP
flows consisting of one switch and one controller, where each one has
its own queue. To simplify the analysis, the present study imposes the
following assumptions.

• The TCP/UDP flow arrivals follow a Poisson process and the packet
arrivals within each flow is also a Poisson process. In other words,
the flow inter-arrival time and packet inter-arrival time in each flow
follow an exponential distribution. As discussed in Wu et al. (2007),
Arshadi and Jahangir (2011) and Arfeen et al. (2013), the IP flow
inter-arrival time actually follows a Weibull distribution. However,

Fig. 2. UDP flow scenario in SDN architecture.

Fig. 3. Queuing model of SDN for TCP and UDP flow.

the authors in Jie et al. (2015) confirmed that the flow arrival pro-
cess in real-world packet switching networks can nevertheless be
approximated as a Poisson distribution. The authors in Barakat et
al. (2003) also reported that the flow arrivals on Internet backbone
links can be well approximated as a Poisson process. Finally, the
authors in Metter et al. (2017) also assumed a Poisson process for
SDN signaling traffic (i.e., new flow arrivals). Therefore, it seems
reasonable to adopt a similar assumption in the present study for the
TCP/UDP flow arrivals. In practical networks, the packet arrivals
may exhibit a fractal behavior. However, most of the SDN mod-
els presented in Table 1 use a Poisson process to model the packet
arrivals at the switch. Consequently, the present study also assumes
that packets in each flow arrive in accordance with Poisson process,
generating the packet arrival rate at the switch as an MMPP process,
which is more complex than the Poisson process.

• The TCP/UDP flow duration follows an exponential distribution.
This assumption is consistent with that in Metter et al. (2017), Zhang
(2005) and Yang et al. (2008), and is adopted in the present study
for reasons of simplicity even though it does not strictly hold in
practice.

• The packet service time follows an exponential distribution at both
the switch and the controller. This assumption is consistent with that
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Table 2
Notations used in the queueing model.

Symbol Description

𝜆TCP TCP flow (SYN packet) arrival rate at switch
𝜆UDP UDP flow arrival rate at switch
𝜆P Per flow arrival rate at switch
𝜇S Service rate at switch
𝜇C Service rate at controller
𝜇TCP TCP flow termination rate
𝜇UDP UDP flow termination rate
KS Switch queue size
KC Controller queue size
DSC Propagation delay between switch and controller
NTCP1 Number of TCP flows sending SYN packet to the controller
NTCP2 Number of other TCP flows
NUDP1 Number of UDP flows sending data packet to the controller
NUDP2 Number of other UDP flows
qS Switch queue length
qC Controller queue length

adopted in many previous studies (Jarschel et al., 2011; Mahmood
et al., 2014, 2015; Miao et al., 2015, 2016; Goto et al., 2016; Fahmin
et al., 2018), and is reasonable since the packet size also follows an
exponential distribution.

• The switch buffer size and controller buffer size are both finite. Most
previous papers (Jarschel et al., 2011; Mahmood et al., 2014, 2015;
Wang et al., 2015; Miao et al., 2015; Fahmin et al., 2018) assume
the buffer size to be infinite such that the system can be modeled as
an M/M/1 queueing system. However, in practice, the buffers are
actually finite and also very few papers (Goto et al., 2016; Miao et
al., 2016) considered a finite buffer size for both the switch and the
controller in order to properly calculate the packet loss probability.

• In the case of TCP flows, no data packets arrive at the switch before
the SYN packet has been handled (i.e., a table entry for the TCP
flow has been set up in the switch flow table). This assumption is
consistent with the three-way handshake procedure used to establish
practical TCP connections, and is hence reasonable.

• In the case of UDP flows, additional data packets can arrive at the
switch before the first data packet of the UDP flow has been handled
by the controller. Again, this assumption is reasonable since UDP is
a connectionless protocol in which the aim is simply to send the data
to the destination as quickly as possible.

• For both TCP and UDP, all of the flows are regarded as new flows at
the switch.

Table 2 lists the notations used in the queueing model (Fig. 3).
To more accurately determine the packet arrival rate, the TCP flows

are classified into two types, namely TCP1 and TCP2, where TCP1 are
TCP flows whose SYN packets are being handled by the controller, while
TCP2 are all the other TCP flows. As described above, UDP data packets
with no flow table entry are redirected by the switch to the controller.
For any new UDP flow arriving at the switch, the first data packet will
inevitably have a table miss in the switch, and will thus be directed
to the controller. For convenience, such data packets are denoted as
FIR packets. Accordingly, the UDP flows are also classified into two
types, namely UDP1 and UDP2, where UDP1 are UDP flows whose FIR
packets are being handled by the controller, and UDP2 are all the other
UDP flows. In developing the proposed SDN queueing models, the four-
dimensional state (NTCP1,NTCP2, qS, qC) is used for the TCP model, while
(NUDP1,NUDP2, qS, qC) is used for the UDP model.

3.2. SDN TCP model

This subsection begins by describing the transitions of the system
states in the TCP model. The related performance metrics are then
derived.

Fig. 4. State transition diagram of the SDN TCP model.

1) State transitions of SDN TCP model: Fig. 4 shows the six possible tran-
sitions (labeled from 1 through 6) of state (NTCP1,NTCP2, qS, qC) in
the SDN system model for TCP flows. The various transitions are
described in the following.
• First transition: the SYN packet of a new TCP flow arrives at the

switch and has no flow table entry (i.e., the packet will be redi-
rected to the controller later). States NTCP1 and qS in the four-
dimensional-state model are thus increased by 1. The transition
rate is 𝜆TCP.

• Second transition: a TCP flow terminates. The number of active
TCP flows, NTCP2, is decreased by 1. The transition rate is com-
puted as the product of NTCP2 and 𝜇TCP.

• Third transition: a data packet of a TCP flow arrives at the switch.
qS is thus increased by 1. The transition rate is computed as the
product of 𝜆P and NTCP2, where 𝜆P is the per flow data packet
arrival rate at the switch.

• Fourth transition: the switch redirects a SYN packet (no flow table
entry) to the controller. qS is decreased by 1 and qC is increased
by 1. The probability of redirecting a SYN packet to the con-
troller is equal to (NTCP1 − qC)∕qS. Hence, the transition rate is
((NTCP1 − qC)∕qS)𝜇S.

• Fifth transition: a SYN packet (or data packet) with a flow table
entry arrives at the switch and is forwarded to the destination.
qS is thus decreased by 1. The probability of forwarding a SYN
packet (with a flow table entry) or data packet to the destina-
tion is (1 − (NTCP1 − qC)∕qS). Consequently, the transition rate
is computed as (1 − (NTCP1 − qC)∕qS)𝜇S.

• Sixth transition: the controller serves a SYN packet and forwards
it to the switch. qC is decreased by 1 and qS is increased by 1. In
addition, NTCP1 is decreased by 1 and NTCP2 is increased by 1. The
transition rate is 𝜇C.

2) Performance metrics of SDN TCP model: The mean queue length at
the switch can be determined as

qT
S =

∑
x × P(NTCP1 ,NTCP2, qS = x, qC). (1)

Meanwhile, the mean queue length at the controller can be determined
as

qT
C =

∑
y × P(NTCP1 ,NTCP2, qS, qC = y). (2)

Note that P(NTCP1,NTCP2, qS, qC) is the steady state probability of state
(NTCP1,NTCP2, qS, qC) in the SDN TCP model. The packet delay at the
switch, DT

S , can be calculated as

DT
S =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qT

S + 1
𝜇S

⎞⎟⎟⎠
. (3)
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Similarly, the packet delay at the controller, DT
C, can be calculated as

DT
C =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qT

C + 1
𝜇C

⎞⎟⎟⎠
. (4)

In the SDN system model considered in the present study, the incom-
ing packets at the switch are simply dropped if the switch queue is full
(i.e., qS = KS). Hence, the packet loss probability at the switch, LT

S , can
be determined as

LT
S =

∑
P(NTCP1 ,NTCP2, qS = KS, qC). (5)

The incoming packets at the controller are also dropped when the
controller queue is full (i.e., qC = KC). Thus, the packet loss probability
at the controller, LT

C, is obtained as

LT
C =

∑
P(NTCP1 ,NTCP2, qS, qC = KC). (6)

(I) Average delay of SYN packets, DT
SYN :

In the SDN TCP model, the SYN packets are queued twice, i.e.,
once at the switch and once at the controller. The SYN packet
delay at the switch is similar to DT

S , while the SYN packet delay
at the controller is similar to DT

C. Hence, DT
SYN can be computed

simply as DT
C + 2 × DT

S + 2 × DSC. In other words, DT
SYN is deter-

mined as

DT
SYN =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qT

C + 1
𝜇C

⎞⎟⎟⎠
+ 2

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qT

S + 1
𝜇S

⎞⎟⎟⎠
+ 2DSC. (7)

(II) Average delay of data packets, DT
data:

In the SDN TCP model, the data packets are not redirected to the
controller. Consequently, the average data packet delay, DT

data, is
similar to the packet delay at the switch, DT

S . In other words,

DT
data = DT

S . (8)

(III) Loss probability of SYN packets, LT
SYN :

In the SDN TCP model, the SYN packets may be dropped at either
the switch or the controller. Hence, LT

SYN can be determined as

LT
SYN = 1 − (1 − LT

S )
2(1 − LT

C). (9)

(IV) Loss probability of data packets, LT
data ∶

In the SDN TCP model, the data packets are not redirected to the
controller. As a result, the data packet loss probability, LT

data, is
the same as the packet loss probability at the switch, LT

S , i.e.,

LT
data = LT

S . (10)

3.3. SDN UDP model

This subsection commences by describing the transitions of the sys-
tem states in the UDP model. The related performance metrics are then
derived.

1) State transitions of SDN UDP model: Fig. 5 shows the six possible
transitions (labeled from 1 through 6) of state (NUDP1,NUDP2, qS, qC)
in the SDN system model for UDP flows.

The first, second and sixth state transitions are similar to those for
the SDN TCP model, and are hence omitted here. The third, forth and
fifth state transitions are described in the following.

• Third transition: a data packet of a UDP flow arrives at the switch.
qS is thus increased by 1. The number of active UDP flows is equal
to (NUDP1 + NUDP2). Hence, the transition rate is computed as the
product of 𝜆P and (NUDP1 + NUDP2).

Fig. 5. State transition diagram of the SDN UDP model.

• Fourth transition: the switch serves a data packet with no flow
table entry. The data packet is redirected to the controller. Hence,
qS is decreased by 1 and qC is increased by 1. The probability
of a data packet being redirected to the controller is equal to
NUDP1∕(NUDP1 + NUDP2). Consequently, the transition rate is com-
puted as (NUDP1∕(NUDP1 + NUDP2))𝜇S.

• Fifth transition: the switch serves a data packet with a flow
table entry. The data packet is forwarded directly to the desti-
nation. Thus, qS is decreased by 1. The probability of a data
packet being forwarded directly to the destination is equal to
NUDP2∕(NUDP1 + NUDP2). Hence, the transition rate is computed as
(NUDP2∕(NUDP1 + NUDP2))𝜇S.

2) Performance metrics of SDN UDP model: The mean queue length at
the switch, qU

S , the mean queue length at the controller, qU
C , the

packet delay at the switch, DU
S , the packet delay at the controller,

DU
C , the packet loss probability at the switch, LU

S , and the packet loss
probability at the controller, LU

C , are given respectively as

qU
S =

∑
x × P(NUDP1 ,NUDP2, qS = x, qC),

qU
C =

∑
y × P(NUDP1 ,NUDP2, qS, qC = y),

DU
S =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qU

S + 1
𝜇S

⎞⎟⎟⎠
,

DU
C =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qU

C + 1
𝜇C

⎞⎟⎟⎠
,

LU
S =

∑
P(NUDP1,NUDP2 , qS = KS, qC),

LU
C =

∑
P(NUDP1,NUDP2 , qS, qC = KC).

(11)

The Average delay of the FIR packets, DU
FIR, is similar to the SYN

packet delay, DT
SYN . Moreover, the loss probability of the FIR packets,

LU
FIR is similar to the SYN packet loss probability, LT

SYN . In other words,

DU
FIR =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qU

C + 1
𝜇C

⎞⎟⎟⎠
+ 2

⎛⎜⎜⎝
qU

S + 1
𝜇S

⎞⎟⎟⎠
+ 2DSC.

LU
FIR = 1 − (1 − LU

S )
2(1 − LU

C ).

(12)

(I) Average delay of data packets, DU
data:

In the SDN UDP model, some of the data packets are redirected
to the controller. These data packets experience a delay at both
the switch and the controller. Hence, their delay is equal to DU

FIR.
For the other data packets, the delay is similar to DU

S . Assuming
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that the probability of the data packets being directed to the
controller is denoted as PX , the data packet delay in the SDN
UDP model, DU

data, can be calculated as

DU
data = (1 − PX) × DU

S + PX × DU
FIR. (13)

In practice, PX represents the ratio of the number of data packets
redirected to the controller to the number of data packets served
first time at the switch. In other words, PX is given by

PX = NUDP1

(NUDP1 + NUDP2)
,

where NUDP1 = ∑
x × P(NUDP1 = x,NUDP2 , qS, qC) and NUDP2 =∑

y × P(NUDP1,NUDP2 = y, qS, qC).

(II) Loss probability of data packets, LU
data ∶

As described above, some of the data packets are redirected to
the controller in the SDN UDP model. These packets may be
dropped at either the switch or the controller. Consequently,
their loss probability is equal to LU

FIR. The loss probability of
other data packets is equal to LU

S . As a result, the data packet
loss probability in the SDN UDP model, LU

data, is given as

LU
data = (1 − PX) × LU

S + PX × LU
FIR. (14)

4. Analytical and simulation results

This section presents and discusses the analytical results obtained
from the TCP and UDP models for the average packet delay and packet
loss probability given various values of the system parameters. For
validation purposes, the analytical results are compared with those
obtained from simulations.

4.1. Simulation setup

A JAVA custom simulator program capable of supporting both flow-
level arrivals and packet-level arrivals was developed based on the
queueing model assumptions described in Subsection 3.1. The simu-
lations are briefly described in the following. (Note that full details of
the simulation study are available in Lai et al. (2018a) and Lai et al.
(2018b), while the simulation code is available in Ali (2018).

The SDN TCP and UDP simulations (Lai et al., 2018a, 2018b) con-
sidered seven discrete events: (i) flow packet arrival at the switch from
the source, (ii) data packet arrival at the switch from the source, (iii)
packet arrival at the switch from the controller, (iv) packet arrival at
the controller from the switch, (v) switch service completion, (vi) con-
troller service completion, and (vii) flow termination. The seven events
were stored in an event priority queue (EPQ) based on their event time
(where the event times were updated in accordance with the queue-
ing model described in Section 3.1). Two separate FIFO queues were
used to store the SYN/FIR packets (SFSList) and data packets (DFSList)
generated from the source. In addition, two FIFO output queues were
used to store the packets forwarded to the controller from the switch,
and vice versa. Finally, two lists were used to record the FlowIDs of
the active TCP1 and TCP2 flows respectively. Similarly, two lists were
maintained to record the FlowIDs of the active UDP1 flows and active
UDP2 flows. In both simulations, the lists were used to check whether
the packets arriving at the switch belonged to a new flow or an existing
flow.

In the SDN TCP simulations (Lai et al., 2018a), the source first
sent a SYN packet to the switch. The SYN packet was redirected to
the controller, which then forwarded the SYN packet to the switch and
updated the flow table entry for the corresponding TCP flow (marking
the beginning of the TCP flow lifetime). The SYN packet was forwarded
to the destination later. Subsequent arriving packets belonging to the
same TCP flow were similarly forwarded directly to the destination.

Table 3
Baseline parameters.

Parameter Name Value

Data packet arrival rate per flow at switch, 𝜆P 250 packets/s
Flow arrival rate at switch, 𝜆F (𝜆TCP, 𝜆UDP) 150, 100 ∽200 flows/s
Service rate at switch, 𝜇S 50000 packets/s
Flow termination rate, 𝜇F (𝜇TCP, 𝜇UDP) 0.8, 0.4 ∽ 1.5 flows/s
Service rate at controller, 𝜇C 1000, 800 ∽ 1200 packets/s
Switch queue size, KS 100 packets
Controller queue size, KC 100 packets
Propagation delay, DSC 10 μs

In the SDN UDP simulations (Lai et al., 2018b), the source first sent
a FIR packet to the switch, which redirected the packet to the con-
troller (marking the beginning of the UDP flow lifetime). Data packets
belonging to the same UDP flow continued to arrive at the switch while
the FIR packet was handled by the controller, and were similarly redi-
rected to the controller. The controller redirected the FIR packet to the
switch and added a flow table entry for the UDP flow. The FIR packet
was forwarded to the destination from the switch later. All subsequent
data packets belonging to the same UDP flow were then forwarded
to the destination directly without any further involvement of the
controller.

In the TCP/UDP simulations (Lai et al., 2018a, 2018b), each
SYN/FIR packet contained a unique FlowID and all of the data packets
belonging to the same TCP/UDP flow contained the same FlowID. On
arrival of a SYN/FIR packet (new flow) at the switch from the source,
a SYN/FIR packet with FlowID was created and added to SFSList. An
arrival event indicating the arrival of the SYN/FIR packet was then cre-
ated with an updated event time and added to the EPQ. During the
simulations, an event was polled from the EPQ and the corresponding
event procedure was executed iteratively according to its type until the
termination condition was reached.

For each simulation run, the simulation time was set as 3 s; with
data being taken only after 1 s. For each measurement of interest, the
simulation value was taken as the average value obtained over 10000
simulation runs. As stated above, the simulations were performed using
a self-written JAVA simulator rather than with NS2 or NS3 since the
TCP protocol used in NS2/NS3 considers the complete TCP function-
ality, i.e., connection establishment, packet retransmission, congestion
control, and flow control, whereas the present models considered only
the connection establishment functionality.

4.2. Parameter settings

Table 3 lists the baseline parameters used in the simulations and
analytical models. To better interpret the results, the TCP and UDP flow
arrival rate, i.e., 𝜆TCP and 𝜆UDP, respectively, were both denoted by a
general flow arrival rate 𝜆F since both arrival rates have same value
in the simulations and analytical models. Similarly, the TCP and UDP
termination rates, 𝜇TCP and 𝜇UDP, were both denoted by a general flow
termination rate 𝜇F .

Most of the baseline values in Table 3 are taken directly from Goto
et al. (2016) since the study in Goto et al. (2016) developed a three-
dimensional-state model, and is hence similar to the four-dimensional-
state model adopted in the present study. The flow-level parameters,
𝜆P, 𝜆F , and 𝜇F , were chosen in such a way as to let the packet-level
parameters and overall packet arrival rate be similar to the values set
in Goto et al. (2016). Finally, in computing the propagation delay, DSC,
the distance between the controller and the switch was assumed to be
2 km. Hence, the propagation delay was assumed to be 10 μs for a
propagation speed of 2 × 108 m/sec.

The simulation and analytical results for the average packet delays
and packet loss probabilities in the TCP and UDP models were com-
pared for various values of the system parameters, 𝜆F , 𝜇F , and 𝜇C. To
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Fig. 6. Average packet delay and packet loss probability vs. 𝜆F .

observe the effects of each system parameter on the TCP and UDP per-
formance, the parameters were selected in turn and assigned various
values in a prescribed range while holding the other two parameters
constant at their baseline values. In particular, the TCP and UDP flow
arrival rate was varied from 100 to 200 flows/sec (with a baseline
value of 150 flows/sec). Similarly, the TCP and UDP flow termination
rate was varied from 0.4 to 1.5 flows/sec (with a baseline value of 0.8
flows/sec) while the controller service rate was varied from 800 to 1200
packets/sec (with a baseline value of 1000 packets/sec).

4.3. Impact of flow arrival rate, 𝜆F

Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the effects of 𝜆F on the average data packet
delay, DT

data, and average SYN packet delay, DT
SYN , in the TCP model,

and the average data packet delay DU
data, and average FIR packet delay,

DU
FIR, in the UDP model. As shown in Fig. 6(a), DT

data and DU
data both

increase exponentially with the increasing 𝜆F . Moreover, in Fig. 6(b),
DU

FIR increases exponentially, while DT
SYN increases almost linearly. As

𝜆F increases, the number of new flows at the switch also increases; giv-
ing rise to a large data packet arrival rate and a greater number of SYN
or FIR packets redirected to the controller (which adds further feed-
back to the switch). The larger number of data packets from the source,
and the feedback packets from the controller, increase the number of
packets required to wait in the switch queue. Consequently, the average
switch queue length and packet delay both increase. The greater packet
delay at switch results in a higher DT

data and DT
SYN in the TCP model and

DU
data and DU

FIR in the UDP model.
For a constant 𝜆F , the data packet delay in UDP, i.e., DU

data is much
higher than that in TCP, i.e., DT

data. This finding is reasonable since in

the UDP model, a large number of data packets are redirected to the
controller, and their delay DU

data (shown in Eqn. (13)) thus includes
both a delay at the controller (DU

C ) and a propagation delay (DSC) in
addition to the packet delay at the switch (DU

S ). Conversely, in the TCP
model, no data packets (other than the SYN packet) are redirected to
the controller, and hence, DT

data (shown in Eqn. (8)) contains only the
packet delay at the switch (DT

S ). Observing Fig. 6(a), it is seen that the
DU

data curve for the UDP model is steeper than the DT
data curve for the

TCP model. This can be attributed to the greater rate of increase in the
average switch queue length, qU

S , and average controller queue length,

qU
C , in the UDP model, which can be further explained as follows:

• The controller incoming rate in the UDP model is higher than that
in the TCP model due to the greater number of packets redirected
by the switch. As a result, the average controller queue length, qU

C ,
increases rapidly, particularly at higher value of 𝜆F . By contrast, in
the TCP model, qT

C increases only relatively slowly with increasing
𝜆F since only the SYN packets are redirected to the controller.

• In the UDP model, data packets are fed back from the controller
to the switch, and hence the average switch queue length, qU

S ,
increases. In the TCP model, such feedback of the data packets
does not occur, and consequently qT

S increases more slowly as 𝜆F
increases.

• The number of active UDP flows is greater than the number of active
TCP flows since the TCP flows are closed when the corresponding
SYN packets are dropped, whereas in UDP, data packets continue to
arrive at the switch even when the FIR packet is dropped. In other
words, the data packet arrival rate at the switch in UDP is higher
than that in TCP.
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Fig. 7. Variations in average packet delays and packet loss probabilities in simulation runs.

Fig. 8. Average packet delay and packet loss probability vs. 𝜇F .

• Finally, for each TCP flow, no data packets arrive at the switch
before the corresponding SYN packet is handled by the con-
troller. By contrast, for UDP flows, the data packets continue
to arrive at the switch as the FIR packet is handled by the
controller.

Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the impact of 𝜆F on the data packet loss prob-
ability, LT

data, and SYN packet loss probability, LT
SYN , in the TCP model,

and the data packet loss probability, LU
data, and FIR packet loss proba-

bility, LT
FIR, in the UDP model. For both models, the loss probabilities

increase exponentially with the increasing 𝜆F since, as described above,
as 𝜆F increases, the average switch queue length also increases; causing
a greater number of packets to be dropped at the switch. The controller
and switch queue lengths increase more rapidly in the UDP model than
in the TCP model. Consequently, the LU

data and LU
FIR curves in Fig. 6(c)

and (d) are higher and steeper than the LT
data and LT

SYN curves, respec-
tively.

Overall, the results presented in Fig. 6 show that, irrespective of
the value of 𝜆F , the analytical results for the average packet delay and
packet loss probability are in excellent agreement with the simulation
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Fig. 9. Average packet delay and packet loss probability vs. 𝜇C.

results. Consequently, the validity of the proposed UDP and TCP SDN
analytical models is confirmed.

As described above, the plotted simulation points were taken as the
average values computed over 10000 simulation runs. Fig. 7(a) and (b)
show the variation in the average packet delay and packet loss rate for
each value of 𝜆F . Note that the results reflect a 99% confidence interval
for DT

data and LT
data in the TCP model, and DU

data and LU
data in the UDP

model. The small variation shows that the results are both stable and
convincing.

4.4. Impact of flow termination rate, 𝜇F

Fig. 8 shows the effect of 𝜇F on the average packet delay and packet
loss in the TCP and UDP models. As shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), the
packet delay decreases exponentially with increasing 𝜇F in both mod-
els. As 𝜇F increases, the lifetime of the TCP and UDP flows decreases.
Consequently, the number of active flows and data packet arrivals at
the switch reduces; leading to a reduction in both the average switch
queue length and the packet delay at the switch. The smaller packet
delay at the switch reduces DT

data and DT
SYN in the TCP model and DU

data
and DU

FIR in the UDP model. Fig. 8(a) and (b) additionally show that
the DU

data and DU
FIR curves for the UDP model are higher than the DT

data
and DT

SYN curves for the TCP model. This can be attributed to the same
reasons as those described above in Subsection 4.3 for the effect of the
flow arrival rate, 𝜆F . Hence, the detailed explanation is omitted here
for reasons of conciseness.

Fig. 8(c) and (d) show that the packet loss probability decreases
exponentially with the increasing 𝜇F in both models. This result is
reasonable since, as 𝜇F increases, the average switch queue length
decreases, and hence the number of packets dropped at the switch

reduces. Therefore, LT
data and LT

SYN in the TCP model, and LU
data and LU

FIR
in the UDP model, all decrease.

In general, increasing 𝜆F and decreasing 𝜇F both result in a
greater number of active flows in the system, and hence increase
the packet arrival rate at the switch. Consequently, the packet delay
at the switch increases in both cases. However, the packet arrival
rate at the controller increases with increasing 𝜆F , but decreases with
decreasing 𝜇F .

4.5. Impact of controller service rate, 𝜇C

Fig. 9 shows the effect of 𝜇C on the average packet delay and
packet loss probability in the two models. It is seen in Fig. 9(a) that
DT

data remains approximately constant with increasing 𝜇C. By contrast,
DU

data decreases exponentially as 𝜇C increases. For a higher value of
𝜇C, the controller service time decreases, and hence fewer data pack-
ets are redirected to the controller in the UDP model before the FIR
packet is handled by the controller. Consequently, the number of pack-
ets required to wait in the controller queue is also reduced; leading
to a reduction in both the average controller queue length, qU

C , and
the packet delay at the controller, DU

C . The reduced number of feed-
back packets from the controller to the switch also decreases the aver-
age switch queue length, qU

S ; thereby reducing DU
data and DU

FIR. By con-

trast, qT
S and qT

C in the TCP model remain approximately constant since
the load is light, and hence DT

data and DT
SYN also remain almost con-

stant.
Observing Fig. 9(c) and (d), it is seen that LT

data and LT
SYN remain near

constant with increasing 𝜇C, whereas LU
data and LU

FIR decrease exponen-

tially. As 𝜇C increases, qU
S , qU

C , and the number of incoming packets at
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Fig. 10. Average packet delay and packet loss probability vs. 𝜆F under the flow inter-arrival time following Weibull distribution.

the controller all decrease; resulting in lower LU
data and LU

FIR. Conversely,

as described above, qT
C and qT

S in the TCP model remain approximately
constant for all values of 𝜇C, and hence LT

data and LT
SYN also remain

almost constant.

4.6. Weibull distribution for flow inter-arrival time

In the results presented above, the TCP/UDP flow arrivals are
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. In other words, the flow
inter-arrival time satisfies an exponential distribution. However, as
decribed in Wu et al. (2007), Arshadi and Jahangir (2011) and Arfeen
et al. (2013), the IP flow inter-arrival time in practical networks
actually follows a Weibull distribution, which has a shape parame-
ter close to 1.0 for large-scale networks. Hence, to further validate
the present analytical models, the exponential distribution assumption
for the flow inter-arrival time was replaced with a Weibull distribu-
tion. As in Wu et al. (2007) and Arshadi and Jahangir (2011), the
shape parameter in the Weibull distribution was assigned a value of
0.95 and the baseline values were adopted for all the other parame-
ters.

Fig. 10 shows the simulation and analytical results for the average
packet delay and packet loss rate of the TCP and UDP models under var-
ious values of 𝜆F when using the Weibull distribution to model the flow
inter-arrival time. As shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), the average packet
delay increases exponentially with increasing 𝜆F for both the simu-
lation results and the analytical results. A detailed inspection shows
that the analytical and simulation results for the TCP model deviate
by around 9.92% for the data packet delay and is 1.92% for the SYN
packet delay. Similarly, for the UDP model, the two sets of results devi-

ate by 5.03% for the data packet delay and is 3.17% for the FIR packet
delay.

Fig. 10(c) and (d) show the effect of 𝜆F on the packet loss proba-
bility in the TCP and UDP model. It is seen that for both models, the
packet loss probabilities increase exponentially with increasing 𝜆F . Fur-
thermore, a good agreement is once again observed between the sim-
ulation results and the analytical results in every case. For example,
the analytical and simulation results for the data packet loss probabil-
ity and SYN packet loss probability in the TCP model deviate by just
9.5% and 9.36%, respectively. Moreover, for the UDP model, the two
sets of results deviate by just 6.8% for the data packet loss probability
and 4.5% for the FIR packet loss probability. In general, the results pre-
sented in Fig. 10 confirm the feasibility of the TCP and UDP analytical
models even when the flow inter-arrival time follows a more realistic
Weibull distribution.

5. Conclusion

This study has developed two analytical models for evaluating the
performance of TCP and UDP flows over SDN. For both models, the
control plane and data plane have been considered jointly and the sys-
tem has been represented as a four-dimensional state. The steady-state
probabilities of both systems (i.e., TCP SDN and UDP SDN) have been
computed and appropriate performance metrics derived. The valid-
ity of the models has been confirmed by means of extensive simula-
tions.

The simulation results obtained for the TCP and UDP models have
been compared for various performance metrics. It has been observed
that DT

data and DU
data differ by around 12 ∽ 50%, DT

SYN and DU
FIR by

9 ∽ 72%, LT
data and LU

data by 25 ∽ 100%, and LT
SYN and LU

FIR by
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28 ∽ 100%. In other words, the results for the packet loss probabil-
ity under the two models differ more significantly than those for the
packet delay. This result is reasonable since as the network becomes
more congested, i.e., larger 𝜆F , lower 𝜇F , and lower 𝜇C, the differ-
ences between the two models becomes more pronounced. In partic-
ular, the performance of the UDP model is poorer than that of the
TCP model mainly because a larger number of packets (i.e., FIR and
some data packets) are redirected to the controller in the UDP model,
whereas in the TCP model, only the SYN packets are routed to the con-
troller.

The main aim of this study is simply to analyze and com-
pare the performance of TCP and UDP flows over SDN using an
analytical approach. To facilitate the analysis, several simplifying
assumptions have been made regarding the two models. In addi-
tion, the full functionality of TCP has not been considered. Accord-
ingly, future studies will perform NS2/3 simulations to further ver-
ify the present analysis and compare the performance of TCP and
UDP flows over SDN under the full TCP functionality (i.e., connec-
tion establishment, retransmission, congestion control, and flow con-
trol).
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